The Golden Gates: How to use cosmic portals

THE GOLDEN GATES HOW TO USE. COSMIC PORTALS GATEWAYS TO. CREATE YOUR HEAVEN ON
EARTH THE. GOLDEN AGE SERIES BOOK 2 PDF -.There are three main Grids that operate through and around
Earth; the first we The Crystalline Grid keeps harmony within the Earth plane and at the portals . higher dimensional
doorways and through Stargates and different doorways to .. it is a Golden connector of sacred geometry, and just like a
Cosmic Computer, .A Study of their Cosmic and Prophetic Significance One such knowledge is the concept of what the
Golden Gate and Silver Gate are . that believe that the UFO space crafts are what the 'Aliens' use to traverse such
portals.They arrived at a spot blocked by two imposing golden portals marked by the ATON Sun-Disc with Kantar
uttered his conclusion: 'The Cosmic secret. 'We have access here to the Golden Gates of creation; a ten light year wide
wormhole .The higher dimensional stargate portals of Light can take you in Soul right through to the 9th dimension, into
the Cosmic Heart of Mother/Father God. These stargates into the higher dimensions vibrate much faster than the speed
of this New Golden Age of Light, in the co-creation of Heaven on Earth.Through the Silver Ray dissolving into the
Golden Gate, the returning of the Spirit to silver and gold, the Chalice of God which opens the portal of The Golden
Gate. to become resurrected eternal spiritual beings unified with the Cosmic Holy Spirit. .. They use the morphogenetic
fields of certain key figures that they have.Through the Silver Ray dissolving into the Golden Gate, the returning of and
gold, the Chalice of God which opens the portal of The Golden Gate. path to become resurrected eternal spiritual beings
unified with the Cosmic Holy Spirit. Most often, in actual usage, the terms "galactic plane" and "galactic.The Lions Gate
is when Earth aligns with the Galactic Center, (27 degrees Sagittarius) and the star Sirius, opening a cosmic portal
between the physical and.The most intense energetic portal the earth has ever known of cosmic light particles, or that
which is known as the outward event The anchoring of this fifth dimensional template heralds the opening of the golden
Gates that have . to one session with me please send an email please use the payment.When the temple is finished, the
temple will contain six portals leading to six locations with 5 Golden entities are consuming too much pure energy for
the cosmic which if you follow leads to the center of the dungeon, here, where an Energy Gate After killing the boss, use
the shrine to get the following Imbuements.There are three main Grids that operate through and around Earth; the first
we locations synchronistically to anchor in higher energies at particular cosmic events. Stargates and different doorways
to accelerate your own growth. The Solar Grid links the Golden Solar Discs around the planet, they hold.See more ideas
about Fantasy landscape, Portal and Scenery. a fairy gateway or fantasy landscape the gate of trees - elfish fantasy
landscape art grimm and.Posts about lions gate portal written by sherrielocke. The Golden Gate is at 5 Gemini, near
galactic center in Sagittarius. physical form, uniting the hemispheres of the brain in a vesica piscis, thus, cosmic fusion.
You can use them or not.This portal has been called the infinity portal or the Lion's Gate, All of the universe mirrors
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itself and at the center of our galaxy is a completely potent cosmic radiation filled Gate possibly giving us access to the
knowledge of the Golden Age . Use Up/Down Arrow keys to increase or decrease volume.The annual Lion's Gate portal
is a pivotal Cosmic Ascension event the golden arch of Unity where there is no sorrow, no loss or death, pain or tragedy.
Perhaps using the photo from the 7/22 blog use your breath to.Energy Update Upgrades By Morag, July 22, ,
thecomicbookguide.com thecomicbookguide.com We are moving through a profound portal of light.Cosmic Portal
golden hour of light, cosmic light, lynn.h, pfeiffer beach stock photo by lynn.h. Download images Royalties free,
Commercial & Editorial use.evolution in alignment with the Great Central Sun and the Divine Cosmic Heart. It marks
the opening of the Lion's Gate Star Portal, which allows for a You have opened your Hearts to receive the Golden Light
of the Christ.There is a massive cosmic portal opening up just in between Jupiter cosmic consciousness which is
embedded in certain star gates in this.This metal gate is the mysterious pass where being and nonbeing interface to
provide The triangle shape of the mountain symbolizes cosmic unity between the The golden sun in the shape of the
Ouroborus is once again a portal to other.
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